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A) Work with a partner or small group. Discuss each point below and consider differing points of view. 

Write M (men) or W (women) at the beginning and end of each sentence.  OR: 

B) Fill in the M (men) and W (women) gaps on your own, then compare your page with a partner or small 

group. Discuss any differences. 

 
 M / W Discussion Point: M / W Notes: 

1.  are better at fixing machines than   

2.  are more likely to drink to excess than   

3.  are more likely to smoke than   

4.  are more faithful to their partners than   

5.  are better at giving unsolicited criticism than   

6.  are more intelligent than   

7.  are more likely to be on a diet than   

8.  rarely want to talk about their feelings compared to   

9.  like to relax and recharge with friends and family compared to   

10.  need quality time on their own after a busy day at work more than   

11.  are more determined to be the winner than   

12.  are better liars than   

13.  are more opportunistic than   

14.  are more likely to die alone than   

15.  are more interested in a physical relationship than   

16.  are more business-minded than   

17.  desire to feel needed more than   

18.  have a greater need for respect from their partner than   

19.  like to spend time browsing when shopping more than   

20.  prefer to ‘get in and get out’ when shopping more than   

21.  complain more than   

22.  can cook better than   

23.  are more interested in creating a home for their family than   

24.  care more about how they look than   

25.  enjoy telling their partner what to do more than   

26.  use emotional blackmail to get what they want more than   

27.  are more patient than   

28.  behave more emotionally than   

29.  are gentler than   

30.  are better at defusing disputes than   

31.  are better at negotiating than   

32.  are more into video games than   

33.  are more caring and empathetic than   

34.  are better at keeping the home clean and tidy than   

35.  are more likely to cheat on their partner than   

36.  are physically stronger than   

37.  are healthier than   

38.  are better at using tech than   

39.  are more distraught at the ending of a relationship than   

40.  have a higher pain threshold than   

41.  are better at caring for children than   

42.  are more rational and analytical than   

43.  are more creative than   

44.  are more sensitive to the ‘atmosphere’ of a room than   

45.  are more generous than   

46.  need their partner to listen rather than advise more than   

47.  would rather figure something out than ask for help, compared to   

48.  make better bosses than   

49.  are more likely to be politically active than   

50.  want to change their partner, compared to   

 


